Oversize Vehicles must be marked on front and rear with a sign reading “OVER-SIZE LOAD.”
- The sign must be at least 18 inches high and between 6 to 8 feet long.
- The letters must be black, 12 inches high, with a 2-inch stroke on yellow background.
- Color combinations or wording approved by other states will be permitted, when trip originates outside Indiana.
- Vehicles must be marked with 2 red or orange flags, placed at the widest extremities of the vehicle or load.
  - Flags must be in good condition, plain or orange with no figures.
  - Flags must be 18 inches square and placed so that approaching traffic can see them.

Permitted vehicles may not operate on state highways from 12:00 noon - 12:00am.
Permitted vehicles over 85’ long, or 10’6” wide, or above legal height:
- Permitted vehicles must not block traffic at any time from use of the highway, including the loading and unloading of equipment.
- Permitted vehicles must not be parked either day or night on the shoulder or right-of-way.
- Permitted vehicles will use the highway shoulder only on those occasions necessary to allow for the safe unrestricted passage of oncoming/passing traffic.

The mover and/or owner of the vehicle and/or load will be held responsible in the event that it is necessary to remove any buildings, railings, or other structures from the highway. In the event that any buildings, railings, or other structures are damaged, the cost of the removal and/or damage will be the responsibility of the permit applicant.

Permitted vehicles exceeding 12’4” and up to 14’3” in width must have one escort:
- Front escort on an undivided highway OR
- Rear escort on a divided highway

Permitted vehicles between 14’4” and up to 17’ in width:
- One rear escort on a dual-lane divided highway OR
- Two escorts (front and rear) on all other roads

In addition, permitted vehicles must have an escort with a height stick traveling in front of load when they exceed 14’6” in height.

Other Provisions:
- This permit does not apply to any state roads or bridges that are closed for construction purposes, or to any roads or bridges that are posted for restricted height and/or width clearance that will not clear said load.
- This permit does not apply to I-65 or I-70 inside I-465.
- This permit does not apply to any roads or bridges that are closed for construction purposes, or to any roads or bridges that are posted for restricted height and/or width clearance that will not clear said load.
- This permit does not apply to any roads or bridges that are closed for construction purposes, or to any roads or bridges that are posted for restricted height and/or width clearance that will not clear said load.
- Prepass carriers must enter open scales when operating under an OS/OW permit.

Permitted vehicles may not operate on state highways from 12:00 noon - 12:00am.

OS/OW permit.

Note to Enforcement Agencies: Advise the Indiana Department of Revenue as soon as possible after withdrawing this permit by calling (317) 615-7320.